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6. The dual space. In the previous papers [3]-[5] and [6], we
investigated the extended nuclear space , that is, the space to which
the countably Hilbertian nuclear space was enlarged by the method of
ranked space given by K. Kunugi.

In this paper we shall study the dual space of .
In the sequel, without loss of generality, we may take up only a

fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods of a simple type
with y(i)=< y(i + 1) and y(i)-c, where ?r()(0) denotes ?()(0, 1/y(i), y(i)).

Definition 9. We say that a linear functional F defined on the
R

space is R-continuous if --- in implies limF())-F(d). Fur-
thermore, let ’ be the set of all R-continuous linear functionals on
and let it be called the dual space of .

From now on we shall write P(g) in place of P,(g).
Since the set M--{ge; P(g)--0} is a subspace in , we have
q--NM, where

This means that every element g in is represented by
such that

and

and

g(1)__ ,ni-,n(g, ,ni)nO,ni-

k=i+l

Lemma28. We have NN...N_....
Proof. In general, we shall prove NN/, where

N--{=12,n_l,(g, q?,)n@,-I g e }

N+--I 2,nt,n+l(g, q,n+l)n+lq,n; g e

Since we have
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and then we obtain
Lemma 29.
(1) To every g e , we have P(g)<_/P+(g).
(2) To every g e N, there exists a constant number

a(i) 1 such that P+(g)a(i)P(g).
Proof. (1) To every g e , we have

Now we obtain

k =1

(2) If an element g belongs to N, that is, (g, ,)=0 for all
we have

Sinoe is a ilbert space with the orthonoral system (9.n),
any element g’ #,, is represented by g’=Q= (g’, 9.,),9.. On the
other hand, we have

=
And then w obtain

So that, we have

I(g,,)l= I,,+,(g, ,+)+l=e+P+(g).
k=l

Consequently we obtain

P(g)> (,_,,le) e+P+(g).

Now, by 3 in [4], we know

and then we have

1<2(2,_,)]min... (2,_,,)<e/e+ {min... (2,_,)}
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If we set a(i)=e,/e,+{min_..., (2,,_,,,)}, we obtain (2).
Lemma 30. To every g e , we have

Proof. It is clear.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 31. The restriction of the semi-norm P to N is a norm
on N And the restriction of the semi-norm P(]i) to N is equivalent
to the norm P on N.

Proof. By Lemma 21 in [6], we have

p(g)-- , (2,_,/)(g, ,),_11
k=l ni-i

for every g e .
If an element g() belongs to N, there exists some element g e

such that

k=l

So that, we have

2
n

,n-i

On the other hand, the proof of Lemma 8 shows (p,,=2,,_,q,_.
Hence we obtain

P(gC))--li: (2,_,,le)(g, q,)q,_
The other half of the lemma is evident by Lemma 29. Thus the

proof is complete.
In the papers [5] and [6], we showed that the linear ranked space

is the completion of the nuclear space by the method of ranked
space. Now, we identify with 0 and regard as a dense subset
in q.

Lemma 32. The set L)7= N is dense in , that is, for every ele-
R

ment g e , there exists a sequence {gt} with g e N such that g---- g.
For every element g e , there exists a sequence {f} in 4) such that
R

f---, g. This means that there exists some fundamental sequence of
neighbourhoods {I?()(0)}, 7(0<= 7(i+ 1), 7(i)c such that f-g e ()(0)
for all integer i. On the other hand, we have f g+g with g
and g e Mr( for every integer i. And then we have

Pr()(f g) + Pr()(g) Pr()(f g) <: 1 / 7(0,
hence we obtain g--g e r()(0, 2/y(i), y(i)). Consequently we see

g--ge I7()(0), where 7’(i)= |7_)_
L

R
for integer i such that [7(0/2]1. This means g. >g.

Lemma 33. Every R-continuous linear functional F defined on
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is uniquely determined on .N.
Proof. It is clear.
Lemma 34. The restriction F to N of F, which is an R-contin-

uous linear functional defined on , is continuous with respect to the
norm P on N.

Proof. Let a sequence {g} belong to the set N and coverge to an
element g in N with respect to the norm P on N. And then by
Lemma 29, the sequence {g} converges to g with respect to all
P(i=l, 2,...). Hence for every neighbourhood V(O, 1/i,i)=V(O),
there exists some number N such that the relation nN implies g-g

R
e V(0). Consequently we have gg. Hence we obtain F(g)
F(g). This proof is complete.

Definition 10. We shall define the inner product (g, ,) for a
given element g in . There exists some R-cauchy sequence of ele-

Rments {g} in such that g g. And then to any V(0, r, m), there
exists some integer N such that the relations N and N imply
g--g e (0, r, m).

Since g and g belong to , we have g--g e V(O, r, m), that is

P,(g--g)-- (2,,_,.,/ e,)(g-- g, k,ni)nik,ni-,
ni-

(,=_,,=/)I (g+, ,)n--(g,, ,)=1<r.
k=l

Hence {(g, ,)n} is a Cauchy sequence of numbers.
Then we define (g, ,)-lim+_: (g+, ,).
Consequently we have

k=l

Theorem 5. Let F be an R-continuous linear functional defined
on , then there exists some integer io such that the relation io < i implies
F(g)--O for g e M, where M { e P()-0}.

Proof. Suppose that this theorem is not true. From

P()-- (,,_,,/)(, ,,),n_
k=l

there exists some sequence of integers {(i)} such that (i)kr() T(i+ 1)
and F(r(),()_) a0.

Then we have (r(),r()_/ai)
R
0, because (r),nr()_,/) Vr()(O)

for every integer i.
This is a contradiction for F(r),r()_/a)-1.
Lemma 35. Let M be the annihilator in ’ of M. Then,
(1) M is a finite dimensional subspace in "
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(2) MM/
Proof. (1) Since we have

M:{/,2,_,,(g, ,)(f,_ g e },
we obtain

Hence it follows M-{F e ’" F(,_)-O for k >i}.
Consequently the element ofM corresponds to {a, ..., a} such that

F(,_)--a or k- 1, ., i.
(2) From MM+, it is evident.
Theorem 6. We have ’=UZ=iM.
Proof. By Theorem 5, it is clear.
Lemma 36. Let F be an R-continuous linear functional in

Then, there exists some integer i such that F e M and

F(g)- 2,,_,,,(g, 9,,),F(9,,_l)

for all g e .
Proof. By Theorem 5, there exists some integer i such that

F e M. And to every element g e there exists some sequence of
R

elements {g} in # such that g- g. Thus we have F(g)F(g).
On the other hand, since we have

we obtain

F(g)- g,ni-i,n(g, ,n)ntF(g,ni-)

Consequently we see

F(g)=lim
k=l

,_,,(g, ,)F(,n_,).
k=l

Definition 11. We define
Y*(0, h, i)--(F e M" sup F(g)l

gVi(Oli)

where h is a positive integer, as a neighbourhood of the origin in
and we call it a neighbourhood of rank h. Furthermore we define that
the neighbourhood with rank 0, VI is always the space

Lemma 7. We have V*(O, h, i) V*(O, h, ]) if i].
Proof. Let F belong to V*(0, h, i). Then we have ]F(g)]e/h for

every g e (0, 1, i), i.e. (g) 1. Now, if f belongs to (0, 1, ]), i.e.,
P(f)<l, we see (ef/e)<l by Lemma 30. Thus we obtain ]F(eix/e)

e/h. This shows that F belongs to V*(0, h, ]).
Lemma 8. We have i] if V*(O, l, i) V*(O, h, ]) with lh.
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Proof. Suppose i]. Put F to be a linear functional such that
(1) F(q,n_,) 0 or k 1. ]. ., i- 1, i + 1,
(2) F((p,n_,)-- 1/21.
Then F does not belong to V*(O,h,]), but belongs V*(O,l,i).

Because to every g e i7(0, 1, i), we have

’F(g)’--I

__
,n-l,(g, ,)F(,-)

$i ( ni/ e)[(g, ,)[) /

,F(,_,)
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